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ABSTRACT

The increasing demands of high resolution and high quality
videos aggravate the burden of limited cluster storage and re-
stricted bandwidth resources. Hence, video de-duplication in
storage and transmission is becoming an important feature for
video cloud storage and Content Delivery Network (CDN)
service providers. However, the current video de-duplication
schemes mostly rely on the URL-based solution, which is un-
able to deal with non-cacheable content like video. The same
video content with various resolutions and qualities may have
completely different URL identification. In this paper, we
propose a novel content-based video segmentation identifica-
tion scheme that is invariant to the underlying codec and op-
erational bit rates. It computes robust features from a triplet
loss deep learning network that captures the invariance of the
same content under different coding tools and strategy. In
addition, a scalable hashing solution is developed based on
Fisher Vector aggregation of the convolutional features from
the Triplet loss network. Furthermore, we apply binary tree to
obtain the triplets to improve the performance of the triplet-
loss based VGG network. Our simulation results show signif-
icant improvements in terms of large scale video repository
de-duplication compared with the state-of-the-art method.

Index Terms— Binary Hash, Binary Tree, Fisher Vector,
Triplet Loss, Video De-duplication

1. INTRODUCTION

Modern dynamic adaptive video streaming methods such as
MPEG-DASH [1], Apple HLS [2], and Microsoft Smooth
Streaming [3] have significant influences on how content
providers store and serve the media contents in the cloud
such as Content Delivery Network (CDN). Over the Top
(OTT) content providers are also pushing subscription-based
video on demand (VoD) services that offer streaming ser-
vices on television. The media content creation, sharing, and
consumption processes generate many duplicates but are not
necessarily identical in bit stream.

Video de-duplication is a necessary and promising way
to alleviate the problem. However, it mainly has the follow-
ing difficulties to develop a good video de-duplication algo-
rithm. First, multimedia data from the users on the cloud clus-
ter is valuable. Therefore, it is extremely strict to remove any

videos. This results in that we should develop the system with
high accuracy and recall. Especially, we focus on the true
positive rate (TPR) under false positive rate (FPR) equals to
0 because we do not allow the situation of removing any non-
repetitive videos. Second, a tremendous quantity of videos
may cost the system much time to recognize and match the
video identity if the algorithm is inefficient. A high-delay
method cannot satisfy the real time requirement in the social
media applications.

To alleviate the stated problems above, [4][5] basically
generate a hash for each data block without considering the
characteristics of the video. Feng et al. developed a novel
hash scheme which is scalable and robust to typical CDN
induced transcoding and manipulations [6]. Xu et al. [7]
present a cache design namely DeepCache with deep learn-
ing inference. It exploits temporal similarities in videos to
reuse the cached information. In addition, these works [8–
13] roughly present a type of secure system architecture de-
sign which bridge together the advantages of video compres-
sion and encrypted data de-duplication. However, the hashing
generated by those methods are not distinct enough to achieve
high TPR under FPR equals to 0.

Therefore, we propose a novel deep learning based
scheme to de-duplicate the replicated videos in the cluster
in this paper. Our contribution towards video de-duplications
are summarized as below:

1) We consider combining triplet loss with Visual Geom-
etry Group (VGG) deep learning network [15] which is
trained of outstanding performance by a huge dataset
to derive the features. Triplet loss based network can
learn convolutional features which is invariant to cod-
ing method and bit rates.

2) We propose applying fish vector [16] for feature aggre-
gation. The fish vectors are generated from the outputs
of VGG with triplet loss.

3) We propose employing binary tree to obtain the triplets
to boost the performance of the triplet-loss based VGG
network.

4) We utilize the extracting algorithm to generate a scal-
able binary hash. The scalable binary hash can obtain
different trade-offs to satisfy different bitrate require-
ments.
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Fig. 1. Scalable hashing framework. Offline training: We first develop the binary-tree generating valuable triplets including
anchors, positive samples and negative samples; Then we input the 320× 180 frames of triplets into VGG11 of full connected
layers removed respectively to train the network, PCA and GMM [14] models. Online aggregating: we utilize the trained
network, PCA and GMM models to calculate the fisher vector aggregation from conv features; then we quantize the fisher
vectors to scalable binary hash code involving 32, 64, 128 and 256 bits.

The experimental results show that the proposed binary-
tree embedded triplet loss network combing with scalable
hash from fisher vector (BTF) approach outperforms the
cross-entropy [17] function with PCA [18] (CP) approach in
various scalable hashes.

The remaining of this paper is organized as follows. We
show the triplet loss based scalable hash framework in Sec-
tion 2. In Section 3, the Binary-Tree algorithm to produce
the triplets with similar variance attributions is introduced in
detail. The experimental results are shown in Section 4. We
conclude the paper in Section 5.

2. TRIPLET LOSS BASED SCALABLE HASHING
FRAMEWORK

The overall framework of the proposed scalable hash scheme
is illustrated in Fig. 1. It consists of two components: a)
Triplet loss network feature representation generation in sub-
section 2.1; b) The fish vector (FV) feature aggregation using
fish vector for generating scalable hash in subsection 2.2.

2.1. Triplet Loss Network

The main difference of the proposed network compared with
the original VGG is to use the triplet loss [19] to replace the
cross-entropy loss to make the feature more distinguishable
and more suitable for video de-duplication. In order to ob-
tain a reliable triplet loss embedded network, three basic con-
straints shall be applied to choose the triplets: First, an anchor

feature xaj should be as close to the same type samples xpj as
possible. Second, an anchor feature xaj should be as far away
from other types samples xnj as possible. Third, the distance
between anchor feature xaj with positive feature xpi should be
less than the one between anchor feature xai and negative fea-
ture xnj with a marginal distance.

Therefore, we employ the accuracy indicator in (1) as our
loss function,

αιap,ιan
(i) =

∑N
i Φ(ιap(i)− ιan(i)− ξ)

Ψa,p,n
, (1)

where ιap is the L2 distance between positive pairs which
mean anchors and positive samples pairs. ιan is the L2 dis-
tance between negative pairs which mean anchors and nega-
tive samples pairs. ξ is the least margin distance between ιap
and ιan which makes sure the base judgment is correct. Here
we set ξ equal 1.0. We train our triplet loss based network
using the dataset that will be described in Section 3 for 81
epochs. We choose the best validation checkpoint in the 31st
epoch with accuracy of 92.08% to derive the features.

2.2. FV Aggregation For Scalable Hash

The Fish vector is used to aggregate the convolutional fea-
tures to generate the scalable hash. Note that the fisher vec-
tor selection is vital for scalable hash. We first derive the
eigenvalues from trained PCA models and covariance weights
from trained GMM models using the features generated by
the triplet loss based network. We then normalize the eigen-
values of PCA, and use a weighted combination to generate
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Fig. 2. Binary-Tree generates hard valuable triplets. Each
thumbnail represents its coded frame. We employ the Binary-
Tree diving the thumbnail samples according to their attribu-
tions of components. Thus we select the thumbnails of sim-
ilar features as the hard triplet comprising positive samples
and negative samples for anchor.

the scalable hash,

Ξ(m,n) = α× ε(kd) + (1− α)×W (nc), (2)

where ε(m) is the normalized eigenvalues matrix [20] PCA
with kd components. W(n) represents the normalized covari-
ance weights matrix of GMM with nc components. α means
the weighted coefficient ranging from 0 to 1. We choose the
first τ value of Ξ as the main features constituting scalable
hash code. τ is the length of hash code, such as 32, 64, 128
and 256 bits.

3. TRIPLETS GENERATION

In this section, we will introduce how binary tree divides the
dataset and generates the triplets.

3.1. Train Sequence Selection

To maximize the robust and learning capability of the deep
learning network and models, we first generate a dataset
with a large number of videos. First, we collect 177.7
hours original documentary [21] videos that have varieties
of scenarios. They are all 1080p resolutions with QP23.
To generate videos with different resolutions and qualities,
we convert the original video to other 6 versions includ-
ing 720p QP23, 720p QP28, 720p QP33, 480p QP23,
480p QP28, 480p QP33 using ffmpeg. In this way, for the
same video content, we can have 7 versions in total. We
then sample the 7 versions videos to 320 × 180 frames and
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Fig. 3. Comparison between Normal triplet and Binary-Tree
triplet. The binary tree triplet exhibits similar features on its
positive sample and negative sample. Especially for the nega-
tive sample, due to the close distance with anchor, it provides
the network with the difficult case and improve its robustness.
But normal triplet shows far distance with anchor, it is easy to
study by VGG11.

16 × 9 thumbnails. The 320 × 180 frames will be used for
training the triplet network, while the thumbnails will be used
for training the GMM model. We extract the thumbnails 2
frames per second such that 1-hour video converts to 7,200
frames (or thumbnails).

3.2. Binary Tree Based Triplets Generation

In this work, as drawn in Fig. 2, we choose Binary-Tree [22]
to split the huge video frames dataset to analyze out valuable
and hard triplets. We use thumbnails proposed in Section 3.1
as input data for producing triplets with Binary-Tree. The
same thumbnails belonging to the same leaf node are used to
derive the positive pairs. Different thumbnails belonging to
the same leaf node are used to derive the negative pairs. Since
the thumbnails in the same leaf node are similar to each other,
we can generate more distinctive triplets in this way. Fig. 3
compares the normal triplet with the Binary-Tree generated
triplet. We can see that the triplets generated by the binary-
tree are more valuable and distinct to learn.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed binary-tree
embedded triplet loss network combing with scalable hash
from fisher vector (BTF) approach, we compare it with the
cross-entropy loss network combined with PCA (CP). To be
more specific, the VGG11 model pre-trained on ImageNet us-
ing cross-entropy loss combined with PCA is used as the an-
chor. The VGG11 model trained on our training set using
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Table 1. Scalable hash code TPR comparison between CP and our BTF when FPR = 0
CP TPR— our BTF TPR 32 bits 64 bits 128 bits 256 bits
kd 16 - - — kd 16, nc 24, α 0.01 0.3216|0.7454 0.5171|0.8835 0.7140|0.9190 0.8073|0.9445
kd 16 - - — kd 16, nc 24, α 0.2 0.3216|0.7290 0.5171|0.8607 0.7140|0.9069 0.8073|0.9461
kd 16 - - — kd 16, nc 24, α 0.4 0.3216|0.5407 0.5171|0.7802 0.7140|0.9095 0.8073|0.9399
kd 16 - - — kd 16, nc 24, α 0.8 0.3216|0.2473 0.5171|0.6904 0.7140|0.8785 0.8073|0.9302
kd 16 - - — kd 16, nc 24, α 0.99 0.3216|0.2614 0.5171|0.6797 0.7140|0.8630 0.8073|0.9188
kd 16 - - — kd 16, nc 48, α 0.01 0.3216|0.6928 0.5171|0.8342 0.7140|0.9188 0.8073|0.9409
kd 16 - - — kd 16, nc 48, α 0.2 0.3216|0.7590 0.5171|0.8685 0.7140|0.9180 0.8073|0.9421
kd 16 - - — kd 16, nc 48, α 0.4 0.3216|0.7316 0.5171|0.8457 0.7140|0.9090 0.8073|0.9338
kd 16 - - — kd 16, nc 48, α 0.8 0.3216|0.7371 0.5171|0.8516 0.7140|0.8904 0.8073|0.9295
kd 16 - - — kd 16, nc 48, α 0.99 0.3216|0.7369 0.5171|0.8519 0.7140|0.8878 0.8073|0.9278
kd 24 - - — kd 24, nc 24, α 0.01 0.1319|0.6440 0.3359|0.7007 0.5569|0.8392 0.7323|0.9459
kd 24 - - — kd 24, nc 24, α 0.2 0.1319|0.5809 0.3359|0.7497 0.5569|0.8697 0.7323|0.9557
kd 24 - - — kd 24, nc 24, α 0.4 0.1319|0.4935 0.3359|0.7559 0.5569|0.8721 0.7323|0.9590
kd 24 - - — kd 24, nc 24, α 0.8 0.1319|0.4916 0.3359|0.7288 0.5569|0.8859 0.7323|0.9595
kd 24 - - — kd 24, nc 24, α 0.99 0.1319|0.4883 0.3359|0.7347 0.5569|0.8478 0.7323|0.9569
kd 24 - - — kd 24, nc 48, α 0.01 0.1319|0.6592 0.3359|0.7835 0.5569|0.9092 0.7323|0.94
kd 24 - - — kd 24, nc 48, α 0.2 0.1319|0.5526 0.3359|0.7673 0.5569|0.8845 0.7323|0.9516
kd 24 - - — kd 24, nc 48, α 0.4 0.1319|0.2169 0.3359|0.5669 0.5569|0.8447 0.7323|0.9442
kd 24 - - — kd 24, nc 48, α 0.8 0.1319|0.1049 0.3359|0.5921 0.5569|0.8259 0.7323|0.9333
kd 24 - - — kd 24, nc 48, α 0.99 0.1319|0.0966 0.3359|0.5923 0.5569|0.8202 0.7323|0.9333

triplet less combined with scalable hash from fisher vector is
used as the test. We test two cases with kd = 16 and kd = 24
for both the anchor and the proposed algorithm. We also test
two cases with nc = 24 and nc = 48 for GMM. The α is
set as 0.01, 0.2, 0.4, 0.8 and 0.99 in this experiment. We test
32, 64, 128 and 256 as the numbers of scalable hash bits.
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Fig. 4. Comparison results of scalable hash ROC between CP
method and proposed BTF approach under 256 bits. Our BTF
scheme shows an overwhelming advantage of ROC compared
to CP method on each scalable hash bits. Typically, the ROC
curves of BTF hold a high level momentum of TPR that is
above 0.9421.

Table 1 shows the comparison between the proposed BTF
approach and the CP method. We can see that the proposed
BTF algorithm outperforms the CP method significantly in all
the test cases. When kd equals 16, our BTF exhibits the best
performance of 0.9461 TPR under nc 24, α 0.2 and 256 bits.
It is 0.1388 higher than the best result 0.8073 of CP. When
kd equals 24, our BTF shows the best performance of 0.9595
TPR under nc 24, α 0.8 and 256 bits. It is 0.2272 higher
than the best result 0.7323 of CP. The experimental results
obviously demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed BTF.

We also compare the integrated TPR trend as FPR in-
creases in the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) [23], as
described in Fig. 4. Due to the limited space, we select nc 48
α 0.2 and nc 24 α 0.4 as representations of kd 16 and 24 re-
spectively for the proposed BTF approach. The ROC curves
also show that the proposed BTF approach outperforms the
CP method significantly.

5. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose a distinct video de-duplication
framework involving a triplet loss network learning convo-
lutional features. In addition, we generate the scalable hash
from fish vector aggregation of the convolutional features.
Furthermore, we design a novel binary tree embedded algo-
rithm to generate hard triplet samples for triplet loss function
feeding VGG network more robustly. The experimental
results demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed BTF
algorithm.
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